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0-2-60
IMPLEMENTATION

0-2-60
includes:
Review of
strategic IT
objectives,
operational
model, network
architecture
One-year
license for the
WSBANG 2.0
management
platform
Configuration,
testing and
deployment
Training and
documentation
One year’s
maintenance
and support

ONE WEEK TO A BETTER
WEB SERVICES
MANAGEMENT STORY.
Enterprise Web services: What’s missing from this picture?
With all the hoopla over Web services—New standards! New business models! Total chaos and
upheaval!—people may be forgiven for neglecting the boring old mission critical stuff. Security, for
example. Performance optimization. SLA monitoring and enforcement. And a host of other issues.
WSBANG—pronounced “whiz-bang,” for Web Services Broker and Network Gateway—is a
platform-neutral enterprise Web services management solution. It provides a single point of
visibility into and control over all Web services in your enterprise—regardless of the platform on
which they were developed. WSBANG doesn’t make Web services. It makes Web services
business grade.

Are you managing? Or just barely?
Until recently, Web services have been like teen sex: Everybody talks about it, few are really doing
it. But that’s changing. Web services budgets have become real, and projects have passed the
pilot program stage. So it’s not a moment too soon to think about management. It should be at
the top of your list—not an afterthought.

Add a layer of useful management to your solution stack.
The 0-2-60 program is the fastest way to implement Web services management across your
enterprise. Primordial’s experienced consultants work side-by-side with your team to configure,
test and deploy WSBANG in your datacenter—either as a network appliance or as an enterprise
software suite. We help you identify the Web services opportunities and use WSBANG to make
them secure, scalable, and reliable. This reduces your cost of ownership and allows you to bring
new services to market faster. 0-2-60 usually takes just a week, but oh what a week it is.
And once WSBANG is up and running, we don’t just disappear into the shadows and change the
office phone number. We provide maintenance and support for a full year, including monthly
conference calls to evaluate your evolving Web services management needs and suggest strategic
solutions.

What are you waiting for, an invitation?
Consider yourself invited. If Web services are core to your IT strategy, then Web services
management must be critical, and if Web services management is critical, the WSBANG could be
a vital piece of your Web services solution stack. Call us, email us, or visit our website and find
out today how Primordial can take you 0-2-60 faster.
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The Web Services Management Platform. For more information, call 212-386-7900 x1749 or email info@primordial.com

